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ABSTRACT
Context. The molecular richness of fast protostellar jets within 20-100 au of their source, despite strong ultraviolet irradiation, remains
a challenge for the models investigated so far.
Aims. We aim to investigate the effect of interaction between a time-variable jet and a surrounding steady disk wind, to assess the
possibility of jet chemical enrichement by the wind, and the characteristic signatures of such a configuration.
Methods. We have constructed an analytic model of a jet bow shock driven into a surrounding slower disk wind in the thin shell
approximation. The refilling of the post bow shock cavity from below by the disk wind is also studied. An extension of the model to
the case of two or more successive internal working surfaces (IWS) is made. We then compared this analytic model with numerical
simulations with and without a surrounding disk wind.
Results. We find that at early times (of order the variability period), jet bow shocks travel in refilled pristine disk-wind material,
before interacting with the cocoon of older bow shocks. This opens the possibility of bow shock chemical enrichment (if the disk
wind is molecular and dusty) and of probing the unperturbed disk wind structure near the jet base. Several distinctive signatures of
the presence of a surrounding disk wind are identified, in the bow shock morphology and kinematics. Numerical simulations validate
our analytical approach and further show that at large scale, the passage of many jet IWS inside a disk wind produces a stationary
V-shaped cavity, closing down onto the axis at a finite distance from the source.
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1. Introduction
Protostellar jets appear intimately linked to the process of mass
accretion onto the growing star; their strikingly similar proper-
ties across protostellar age, mass, and accretion rate all point
to universal ejection and collimation mechanisms (Cabrit 2002;
Cabrit et al. 2007; Ellerbroek et al. 2013). Yet, jets from the
youngest protostars — so-called Class 0 — are much brighter in
molecules (e.g., Tafalla et al. 2000) than jets from more evolved
protostars and pre-main sequence stars which are mainly atomic;
Molecules have been traced as close as 20-100 au from the
source (e.g., Lee et al. 2017; Hodapp & Chini 2014). The origin
of this selective molecular richness remains an important issue
for models of the jet origin. Three broad scenarios have been
considered, with no fully validated answer so far.
In models of ejection from the stellar magnetosphere or the
inner disk edge (e.g., Shu et al. 1994; Romanova et al. 2002;
Matt & Pudritz 2005; Zanni & Ferreira 2013), the jet would be
expected to be dust-free (the grain sublimation radius around a
typical solar-mass protostar is Rsub ∼ 0.3 au, see for example
Yvart et al. (2016)). The lack of dust screening then makes the
wind extremely sensitive to photodissociation by the accretion
shock. Chemical models of dust-free winds by Glassgold et al.
(1991) found that CO, SiO, and H2O could no longer form at
the wind base in the presence of a typical expected level of FUV
excess1. Raga et al. (2005) showed that H2 could form further out
behind internal shocks. However, the key ions involved are also
easily destroyed by FUV photons. Hence, molecule formation in
a dust-free jet within 20-100 au of protostars remains an open
issue.
A second proposed explanation is that the molecular com-
ponent of jets may be tracing dusty MHD disk winds launched
beyond Rsub, where dust can shield molecules against the FUV
field and allow faster H2 reformation. Detailed models are suc-
cessful at reproducing the higher molecule richness of Class 0
jets (Panoglou et al. 2012) the broad water line components re-
vealed by Herschel/HIFI (Yvart et al. 2016), and the rotation sig-
natures recently resolved by ALMA in the HH212 jet and in the
slow wider angle wind surrounding it (Lee et al. 2017; Tabone
et al. 2017). However, the same disk wind models predict that the
fastest, SiO-rich streamlines in HH212 (flowing at ∼ 100 km s−1)
would be launched from 0.05-0.2 au, within the dust sublimation
radius (Tabone et al. 2017). Hence, this scenario still partly faces
the unsolved question of molecule survival in a dust-free wind.
A third scenario is that molecules could be somehow "en-
trained" from the surroundings into the jet, assumed initially
atomic. In a time-dependent jet, travelling internal shocks will
squeeze out high-pressure jet material, which then sweeps up the
1 the flat UV flux in their UV1-UV2 models is ∼ 30-500 that in BP
Tau (Bergin et al. 2003), for a wind-mass flux corresponding to a 1000
times larger accretion rate (∼ 3 × 10−5 M yr−1)
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surrounding gas into a curved bowshock. If the surrounding ma-
terial is molecular, a partly molecular bowshock will result, with
a more tenuous "wake" of shocked molecular gas trailing behind
it (Raga & Cabrit 1993; Raga et al. 2005). As the next "internal
working surface" (IWS) propagates into this wake, it may again
produce a molecular jet bowshock. However, after the passage of
many such IWS, the wake will be so shock-processed and tenu-
ous that not enough molecules may be left to produce molecular
bowshocks close to the jet axis.
In the present paper, we revisit this last scenario in a new
light by investigating whether a slower molecular "disk wind"
surrounding the jet could help refill the wake and re-inject fresh
(unprocessed) molecules into the jet path. This new outlook is
prompted by the discovery of a potential molecular disk wind
wrapped around the dense axial jet in HH212 (Tabone et al.
2017). We explore this possibility by studying analytically and
numerically the propagation of bow shocks driven by a time-
variable, inner jet into a surrounding slower disk wind. This sce-
nario may be seen as an extension of the recent modeling work
of White et al. (2016) who studied the turbulent mixing layer
between a jet and disk wind, with the novel addition of inter-
nal working surfaces in the jet to produce a stronger coupling
between the two outflow components.
Besides our main goal of exploring the impact of a DW on
the chemical richness of Class 0 jets, our study has two other
important motivations. First, we aim to identify specific signa-
tures in the morphology and kinematics of jet bowshocks that
could reveal the presence of a surrounding DW. Secondly, we
aim to identify in which regions of space the pristine DW ma-
terial would remain unperturbed, for comparison to theoretical
DW models.
In the present exploratory study, we have limited ourselves
to purely hydrodynamical and cylindrical flows, which allow us
to develop an analytical model that greatly helps to capture the
main effects of the two-flow interaction, and to understand the
numerical results. Also, this is expected to be an optimal case
for interaction between the two flows, as magnetic tension would
tend to oppose mixing.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we build
an analytical model (in the thin shell approximation) for the
propagation of a bow shock driven by an IWS into a surround-
ing disk wind. The model is extended to the case of two or
more successive IWS in Section 3. In Section 4 we compare
the analytic model with axisymmetric simulations of a variable
jet+surrounding disk wind configuration, and compare the re-
sults with a "reference simulation" in which the same variable
jet propagates into a stationary environment. Finally, the results
are discussed in Section 5.
2. Analytical approach
2.1. Basic equations
We considered the "disk wind+jet" configuration shown in
Fig. 1. where a cylindrical jet of radius r j and time-variable ve-
locity v j directed along the z-axis is immersed in a plane-parallel
"disk wind” with uniform density ρw and time-independent ve-
locity vw parallel to v j.
The jet velocity variation is such that an internal working
surface is produced within the jet beam. In the following deriva-
tions, we assume that the working surface is formed at t = 0 at
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the flow around an internal working sur-
face (IWS) in the frame of reference co-moving with the IWS at veloc-
ity vz = v j (a similar configuration would apply for the leading working
surface of a jet). The thick, horizontal line at the bottom of the graph is
the jet (with a gap showing the position of the IWS). The working sur-
face ejects jet material sideways at an initial velocity v0 into the slower
disk wind, which in this frame of reference moves towards the outflow
source at velocity v j−vw. The distance x is measured towards the out-
flow source.The shape of the thin shell bow shock is given by rb(x) (see
Equ. 5), and terminates at the cylindrical radius rb, f (t) with t the time
elapsed since formation of the IWS (see Equ. 8).
the position of the source (i.e., z = 0), and that it then travels at
a constant velocity v j (for t > 0). Such a working surface could
be produced, for example, by an outflow velocity with a constant
value v1 <v j for t < 0, jumping to a constant value v2 >v j for
t ≥ 0. Note that if the shock is produced at distance zs > 0 at a
time ts > 0, the equations below remain valid with the transfor-
mation z→ z − zs and t → t − ts.
In a frame of reference moving with the internal working sur-
face (see Fig. 1) the over-pressured shocked jet material which
is ejected sideways from the working surface interacts with the
slower moving, surrounding disk wind. In the strong radiative
cooling limit, this sideways ejection leads to the formation of a
thin-shell bow shock, which sweeps up material of the surround-
ing disk wind, flowing towards the source at a relative velocity
(v j-vw).
Assuming full mixing between jet and disk-wind material,
we can write the mass, r- and x-momentum conservation equa-
tions at any point of radius rb along this thin-shell (r, x and rb
being defined in Fig. 1) as:
m˙ = m˙0 +
∫ rb
r j
2pir′ρw(v j − vw)dr′ , (1)
Π˙r = m˙0v0 = m˙vr , (2)
Π˙x =
∫ rb
r j
2pir′ρw(v j − vw)2dr′ = m˙vx , (3)
where m˙ is the mass rate, Π˙r the r-momentum rate and Π˙x the
x-momentum rate of the mixed jet+disk-wind material flowing
along the thin-shell bow shock, and m˙0 and v0 are the mass
rate and velocity (respectively) at which jet material is ini-
tially ejected sideways by the working surface. These equations
have straightforward interpretations. As an illustration, we point
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing the flow around a working surface of a jet (in this case the leading working surface, but the diagram also
applies for an internal working surface). The jet is the horizontal, red rectangle at the bottom of the graph, with the source located at z=0. The
working surface in yellow is located at a distance z j from the source and travels at a velocity v j. It ejects material away from the axis at an initial
velocity v0. The jet is surrounded by a “disk wind”, which travels along the outflow axis at a velocity vw. The shape of the thin-shell bow shock
(thick cyan line) is given by zb as a function of r and ends at the edge of the bow wing (cyan point) (zb f ,rb f ). The bow shock leaves behind a
“cavity” (black region), which is partially refilled by the disk wind (brown region). The boundaries of the initial swept up cavity (in black dashed
line) and of the refilled region (cyan dash-dotted line) are given by z f an zc (respectively) as a function of cylindrical radius r (see Eqs. 14 and 15).
out that Eq. (2) states that the radial momentum of the ma-
terial flowing along the thin shell remains constant over time
(which is due to the fact that the disk wind material adds no
r-momentum), so that its radial velocity vr decreases as m˙ in-
creases, the r-momentum being shared with a larger amount of
zero r-momentum material from the disk wind.
The mass rate m˙0 and velocity v0 of the sideways ejected
material are determined only by the properties of the working
surface. For a highly radiative working surface, we would expect
the post-shock jet material to cool to ∼ 104 K before exiting
sonically into the disk wind. Therefore, we would expect v0 ∼
10 km s−1. The mass rate m˙0 will have values of the order of the
(time-dependent) mass loss rate M˙ j in the jet beam.
We note that although our basic equations are similar to those
of Ostriker et al. (2001) our approaches and derived equations
will differ. They considered only the case of the leading jet bow-
shock propagating in a medium at rest (vw = 0), so that the in-
jected mass and momentum rates m˙0 and m˙0v0 were expressed as
a function of the velocity of the shock and the jet radius. Here,
we keep m˙0 and v0 as explicit parameters, so that we can con-
sider a moving surrounding disk wind of arbitrary velocity vw,
and an arbitrarily small r j.
2.2. Shape of the bow shock shell
For a disk-wind with position-independent density ρw and veloc-
ity vw, the integrals in Eqs. (1-3) can be trivially performed, and
from the ratio of Eqs. (2-3) one obtains the differential equation
of rb(x) :
drb
dx
=
m˙0v0
piρw(r2b − r2j )(v j − vw)2
, (4)
which can be integrated to obtain the shape of the thin shell bow
shock as a function of x in the IWS reference frame:
rb(r2b − 3r2j ) + 2r3j = L20x , (5)
where we defined the characteristic scale2
L0 ≡
√
3m˙0v0
piρw(v j − vw)2 . (6)
Clearly, as the thin shell bow shock began to grow at t = 0,
the solution given by Eq. (5) must terminate at a finite maximum
radius rb, f (see Fig. 1). The growth of this outer radius with time
can be calculated combining Eqs. (1-2) to obtain:
drb, f
dt
= vr =
m˙0v0
m˙0 + piρw(r2b, f − r2j )(v j − vw)
, (7)
which can be integrated with the boundary condition rb, f (t =
0) = r j to obtain rb, f (t) at the current time t:
1
γL20
[
r3b, f − r3j + 3r2j (r j − rb, f )
]
+ rb, f − r j = v0t , (8)
with
γ ≡ v j − vw
v0
. (9)
Now, in order to obtain the shape of the bowshock shell in
the source frame (z, r) (see Fig. 2, cyan curve), when the IWS
is located at distance z j from the source, we simply insert the
relation x = (z j − zb) into Eq. (5) and t = t j ≡ z j/v j in Eq. (8).
In the “narrow jet’ limit where r j → 0, the thin shell bow shock
has the simple cubic shape given by equation:
rb
L0
=
(
z j − zb
L0
)1/3
, (10)
ending at the maximum “outer edge" radius rb, f (see the cyan dot
in Fig. 2) given by Eq. 8 evaluated at t = t j:
1
γ
(
rb, f
L0
)3
+
rb, f
L0
=
(
v0
L0
)
t j =
(
v0
L0
) (
z j
v j
)
. (11)
2 Noting that L0 is the radius where the swept-up x-momentum is
equal to 3 times the injected r-momentum m˙0v0, Eq. (5) is equivalent
to Eq. (22) in Ostriker et al. (2001).
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For a "wide jet” where r j is no longer negligible, the corre-
sponding equations can also straightforwardly be obtained from
Eqs. (5) and (8), and are given in appendix A. In the following,
we will consider the "narrow jet" regime, which leads to simpler
equations.
2.3. The post-bow shock cavity
Let us now consider the trajectory r f (z f ) described in the z, r
plane by the outer edge of the thin shell bow shock at earlier
times, when the IWS travelled from its formation point z = 0
at t = 0 to its current location z j at time t j. This trajectory will
define the shape of the volume swept out by the travelling and ex-
panding bowshock into the slower disk wind (see Fig. 2, dashed
black line).
At an earlier time t f (0 ≤ t f ≤ t j), the bowshock terminated
at an outer radius r f ≤ rb, f given by Eq. 11 with t j = t f :
r3f
γL20
+ r f = v0t f . (12)
The distance z f from the source where this radius r f was reached
is obtained from Eq. (10) by setting zb = z f , rb = r f and
z j =v j t f .
r3f
L20
= v jt f − z f . (13)
Combining Eqs. (12-13) to eliminate t f , and recalling that
γ = (v j − vw/)v0 we then obtain the shape r f (z f ) of the cavity
swept by the (growing) edge of the bow shock wing associated
with the travelling internal working surface (see dashed black
curve in Fig. 2) :
vw
v j − vw
(
r f
L0
)3
+
v j
v0
(
r f
L0
)
=
z f
L0
. (14)
2.4. Refilling of the cavity by the disk-wind
Of course, as soon as the bow shock wing has passed by, the disk
wind (travelling in the z-direction at a velocity vw, see Fig. 2)
immediately starts to refill the swept-up cavity. For a given ra-
dius r f (z f ) along the boundary of the swept-up volume, the re-
filling by the disk-wind will thus start at the time t f (given by
Equ. 13) when the bowshock edge reached this position; at the
present time t j the disk wind will have refilled a region of length
(t j − t f )vw along the z-axis. The boundary between the wind-
refilled region and the emptied cavity thus has a locus zc(rc) (see
the cyan dash-dotted line in Fig. 2) given by:
zc = z f + (t j − t f )vw = γrc + vwt j , (15)
where for the second equality we have used Eqs. (12-13) and set
rc = r f .
Therefore, the slower disk wind refills the cavity swept by the
bow shock except for an inner, conical “hole” with half-opening
angle α = arctan γ−1 = arctan[v0 / (v j-vw)]. The conical cavity
is attached to the wings of the bow shock at (zb f , rb f ), and its
vertex along the jet axis is located at a distance from the source
za= vw t j = z j (vw/v j) (see Eq. 15 with rc = 0 and cyan asterisk
in Fig. 2).
Fig. 3 shows the analytical flow configurations obtained at
three different evolutionary times (corresponding to t = 2L0/v j,
4L0/v j and 8L0/v j), and for two choices of the wind velocity
(vw = 0 and vw = 0.4v j). In the two models, we have set v0 =
0.2v j. The model with vw = 0 (left frames of Fig. 3) produces
a cavity which does not fill up. For vw = 0.4v j (right frames of
Fig. 3), the bow shock has a more stubby shape compared to the
vw = 0 bow shock (L0 is larger) and the cavity which it leaves
behind is partially refilled by the disk wind (brown region).
2.5. Kinematics along the shell
From Eqs. (1-3), it is straightforward to show that for a narrow
jet surrounded by a homogeneous disk-wind, the radial and axial
velocities (in the source rest frame) of the well-mixed thin shell
material as a function of cylindrical radius rb are :
vr = v0
1 + 3r2b
γL20
−1 , (16)
vz = vw + (v j − vw)
1 + 3r2b
γL20
−1 , (17)
where for the second equation we have also considered that
vz =v j−vx (see Figs. 1 and 2). In evaluating the radial veloci-
ties, one should keep in mind that the radius rb is always smaller
than the rb, f value given by Eq. (11).
As expected, we find the following asymptotic limits :
– vr has an initial value v0 for rb → 0 (i.e., as it leaves the
jet working surface) and goes to 0 at large radii (as the ra-
dial momentum of the thin shell bow shock is shared with an
increasing mass of disk wind),
– vz has an initial value v j when it leaves the working surface
(rb → 0), and for large radii tends to the disk wind velocity
vw.
Eqs. (16-17) give the velocity of the well-mixed material
within the thin shell bow shock. These velocities correspond to
the Doppler velocities observed in an astronomical observation
provided that the emission does indeed come from fully-mixed
material.
Another extreme limit is if the emission is actually domi-
nated by the gas that has just gone through the bow shock and
which is not yet mixed with the thin shell flow material. In
this case, the axial and radial velocities of the emitting material
would correspond to the velocity directly behind a highly com-
pressive radiative shock. For such a shock, the velocity of the
post shock flow (measured in the reference system moving with
the bow shock) is basically equal to the projection of the incom-
ing flow velocity parallel to the shock front. It is straightforward
to show that in this case the immediate post shock radial and ax-
ial velocities of the emitting material in the source rest frame are
given - in the "narrow jet" limit - by:
vr,ps = (v j − vw) 3(rb/L0)
2
1 + 9(rb/L0)4
, (18)
vz,ps =
v j + 9 vw (rb/L0)4
1 + 9(rb/L0)4
. (19)
We note that while vz,ps has the same asymptotic limits as vz
in the full mixing case (see Eqs. 17 and 19), the radial post-
shock velocity vr,ps tends to zero both for rb → 0 and for rb →
∞ (see Eqs. 18), reaching a maximum value of (v j−vw)/2 for a
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Fig. 3. The time evolution of the bow shock + cavity flow predicted by the analytic model for two choices of the wind velocity: vw = 0 (left frame)
and vw = 0.4v j (right frame). The dark region is the empty part of the cavity (swept-up in the thin shell bow shock) and the brown region is the
part of the cavity that has been refilled by the disk wind (this region being of course absent in the vw = 0 model of the left frame). For both models,
we show snapshots corresponding to t = 2L0/v j, 4L0/v j and 8L0/v j), which result in positions z j = 2L0, 4L0 and 8L0 for the working surface (see
the labels on the top left of each frame). Both models have v0 = 0.2v j.
radius equal to L0/
√
3. This peak value for the radial velocity
is a general result of bow shock kinematics, valid regardless of
the shape of the bow shock, which was first derived by Hartigan
et al. (1987).
By combining Eqs. (16-19) with Eq. (10) it is straightfor-
ward to obtain the axial and radial velocities as a function of the
distance z along the symmetry axis. Examples of these depen-
dencies are shown in the following section.
2.6. A dimensional example
We now consider a particular model of an internal working
surface moving at a velocity v j = 100 km s−1, located at
z j = 1016 cm along the z-axis and ejecting side way mate-
rial at a rate m˙0 = 10−8Myr−1 with a lateral ejection velocity
v0 = 10 km s−1.
For the surrounding disk wind, we assume a number density
of atomic nuclei nw=ρw/1.4mH =104 cm−3 and velocities vw = 0
and vw = 40 km s−1. With these parameters, we obtain L0 =
5.2 × 1014 cm (for vw = 0) and L0 = 8.7 × 1014 cm (for vw =
40 km s−1). Note that m˙0 and ρw are only involved in the shape
and kinematic equations through L0 ∝ (m˙0/ρw)1/2, so that only
their ratio actually matters in defining the flow properties.
For these two working surfaces, we obtain the shapes, and
the radial and axial velocities (as a function of z) shown in Fig. 4.
From this figure, it is clear that for the vw = 40 km s−1 model we
obtain a flatter working surface than for the vw = 0 case, because
L0 is larger.
The velocities of the fully mixed thin shell material (shown
with solid lines in Fig. 4) have the following behaviors:
– vr has a value of v0 = 10 km s−1 at z = z j, and monotoni-
cally decreases toward (but not reaching) zero for decreasing
values of z,
– vz (lower plots of Fig. 4) has a value of v j = 100 km s−1 at z j,
and monotonically decreases for lower values of z, towards
(but not reaching) an asymptotic limit of vw.
The immediate post-bow shock velocities (shown with
dashed lines in Fig. 4) have the following behaviors:
– vr,ps (central plots of Fig. 4) is zero at the apex of the bow
shock surface at z = z j, and rapidly grows to a maximum
Fig. 4. Shape of the bow shock and the cavity (top), radial velocities vr
(center) and axial velocities vz (bottom) for the two models discussed in
the text. The solid curves show the velocities of the well-mixed material
within the thin shell flow, and the dashed curves show the immediate
post-bow shock velocities. The dotted red line shows vz = vw.
value of 50 km s−1 (for vw = 0) and 30 km s−1 (for vw =
40 km s−1), this value corresponding to (v j−vw)/2, as dis-
cussed in the previous section is reached at z = z j − L0/3
√
3.
The radial velocity then decreases again at smaller z until the
end of the bowshock wings,
– the axial velocity vz,ps has the same qualitative behavior as
the well-mixed vz (see above), but with a different functional
form that approaches faster its limit vw in the bowshock
wings.
We expect that in reality, due to incomplete mixing, the
emitting material will have axial and radial velocities between
the fully-mixed layer and immediate post-bow shock velocities
shown in Fig. 4. The difference between these two velocities is
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particularly important for the radial component of the velocity
of the emitting material.
2.7. Successive bow shocks
In the previous section, we assumed that the bow shock asso-
ciated with an internal working surface travels through undis-
turbed disk wind material. However, we saw that the cavity
formed behind it is only partially refilled by fresh disk wind.
Therefore, a second bow shock will travel into a disk wind struc-
ture containing an empty, conical cavity left behind by the first
bow shock.
We now assume that the variable ejection velocity of the jet
produces a second working surface at z = 0 at a time τ j, which
also travels along the jet axis with the same velocity v j as the first
working surface. Fig. 5 illustrates three steps of the propagation
of this second working surface.
At t = τ j (Fig. 5, first panel) the first working surface is at
a distance z j1 =v jτ j from the outflow source and its cavity is
partially filled with fresh disk wind material, while the second
working surface has not yet expanded. At a time τ j < t < tc
(Fig. 5, center) the second bow shock travels in unperturbed,
pristine disk wind material that refilled the cavity behind the first
bowshock; hence its shape and kinematics are still given by the
same equations derived above for the leading internal working
surface, and any molecules present in the disk-wind can enter
the second bowshock. At a time t = tc (Fig. 5, bottom panel) the
apex of the second bowshock just catches up with the vertex of
the conical cavity emptied by the first bow shock and not refilled
by the disk wind.
To obtain the time tc, we note that at any time t (τ j < t < tc),
the position of the apex of the second bow shock is z j2 =v j(t−τ j)
and the position of the vertex of the empty cavity behind the first
bow shock is za1 =vwt. By equating these two quantities we get:
tc =
v j
v j − vw τ j. (20)
This interaction occurs at a distance lc from the source:
lc = za1(tc) = vwtc =
v j
v j/vw − 1τ j =
∆z
v j/vw − 1 (21)
where ∆z = τ jv j denotes the distance between two successive
IWS. Unless vw is very close to v j, we find that lc is of the order
of a few times the typical IWS spacing.
Our model thus predicts that no more pristine unperturbed
disk wind material can remain close to the jet axis beyond z = lc.
When the second IWS reaches z > lc, the central region of its
bow shock shell propagates into the emptied cavity left behind
by the previous IWS. This second bow shock shell will in gen-
eral become less curved than the first one, because its central
region travels into a low density cavity instead of unperturbed
disk wind.
3. Numerical simulations
In the previous section, we proposed a simple analytical "thin-
shell" model that describes the morphology and the kinematics
of a bow shock produced by a pulsating jet travelling in a sur-
rounding disk wind. We especially show that the disk wind re-
fills up part of the cavity carved by the bow shock, allowing us to
observe pristine disk wind close the source. For successive bow
shocks, bow shocks travels in an undisturbed disk wind up to a
critical distance lc. Above this altitude, bow shock shells interact
with each other and analytical models can only be heuristic.
In this section, we present numerical simulations that start
with the simple configuration adopted above, first to determine
to what extent the analytical model can be used to describe a
realistic situation -e.g., with a partial mixing - and secondly to
study briefly the long term evolution of the interacting bow shock
shells.
3.1. Numerical method and setup
We carry out numerical simulations of a variable ejection jet sur-
rounded by a wide "disk wind" outflow. We have implemented
the new HD numerical code Coyotl which solves the "2.5D" Eu-
ler ideal fluid equations in cylindrical coordinates:
∂U
∂t
+
1
r
∂rF
∂r
+
∂
∂z
G = S, (22)
where U is the vector of conserved quantities
U = (ρ, ρvr, ρvz, e, ni) (23)
with fluxes in the r- and z- directions given, respectively, by
F = (ρvr, ρv2r + p, ρvzvr, vr(e + p), vrni), (24)
G = (ρvz, ρvrvz, ρv2z + p, vz(e + p), vzni). (25)
ni are passive scalars used to separate the jet from the disk-wind
material in the flow. Assuming an ideal equation of state, the
total energy density e is
e =
p
ρ(γ − 1) +
1
2
ρ(v2r + v
2
z ). (26)
and the source term is
S = (0,
p
r
, 0,−ρ2Λ(T ), 0). (27)
where the cooling function Λ(T ) is the parametrized
atomic/ionic cooling term of Raga & Canto (1989), which
approximates the cooling curve of Raymond et al. (1976) for
temperatures above 104K.
The numerical scheme is based on a second order Godunov
method with an HLLC Riemann solver (Toro 1999). The calcu-
lation of the fluxes and data reconstruction uses the second order
scheme described by Falle (1991). This algorithm solves Euler
equations in a true cylindrical coordinate system as written in
Eq. (22) and calculates the cell gradients through the center of
gravity of the cylindrical cells.
We ran two simulations: a reference simulation called no-DW
model, with vw = 0 (i.e., a jet in a stationary ambient medium)
and a simulation with vw = 0.4v j called DW model. To follow
the refilling of the cavity close to the source and the interac-
tion between various shells, we integrate equations on a 2000
au × 350 au domain, with a resolution of 1 au per cell. All jet
and wind parameters except vw are kept equal between the two
simulations, and are summarized in Table 1.
Our initial conditions have an inner, constant velocity jet fill-
ing the r < r j region at all z, and the disk wind (or external
stationary medium) filling the rest of the computational domain.
This setup differs from the standard jet initialization in which
the jet is introduced only in a small region around z ' 0 and
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Fig. 5. The time evolution of two successive bow shocks and the cavities predicted by the analytical model. The first bow shock is ejected at t = 0,
the second shock is formed at time t = τ j when the first bow shock is at z =v jτ j taken here as 6L0 (top). At a time t = τ j + 2L0/v j, the second bow
shock is still propagating in the undisturbed disk wind material (center). At a time tc the second bow shock catches up the emptied cavity of the
first bow shock at its vertex (bottom).
Table 1. Model parameters
Parameter Value
resolution 1 au per cell
simulation domain z × r 2000 au ×350 au
Jet
average jet velocity, v j 96 km s−1
variability amplitude, δv j 48 km s−1
variability period, ∆τ j 33 yr
time of velocity increase η∆τ j 0.1 ∆τ j
jet density 9 × 10−22g cm−3
jet temperature 28K
jet radius 20 au
Disk wind
disk wind velocity, vW 0 (no-DW reference model)
0.4 v j (DW model)
disk wind density 3 × 10−23g cm−3
disk wind temperature 800K
then propagates through the domain, producing a transient with
a leading jet bow shock that sweeps aside the ambient medium
(Blondin et al. 1990; de Gouveia dal Pino & Benz 1993). By ini-
tializing our simulations with a jet that already extends across
the whole range of z, we do not perturb the surrounding medium
with the transient leading jet bow shock and we can directly fol-
low the interaction between an IWS and the unperturbed disk
wind close to the outflow source.
In order to form internal working surfaces in the jet, we im-
pose a saw-tooth ejection variability with a mean velocity v j, a
velocity jump δv j and a period ∆τ j. The ejection velocity is as-
sumed to rise linearly from v j − δv j/2 to v j + δv j/2 during a
time-lapse η∆τ j and to linearly decrease over a time (1 − η)∆τ j
back to a velocity v j−δv j/2. Using the small amplitude velocity
variability approximation of (Raga et al. 1990), we estimate that
for our chosen parameters in Table 1 this variability will produce
an internal working surface in the jet at time tS =5yr and distance
zS = (v j − δv j/2)2η∆τ j/δv j = 75 au from the central source,
and that the working surface will travel in the jet at a velocity v j
= 96 km s−1.
We adopt a jet radius r j = 20 au consistent with the width
of the HH 212 molecular jet obtained from VLBI measurements
by Claussen et al. (1998) and with the widths of atomic jets es-
timated by Dougados et al. (2000) close to the source. The den-
sity contrast between the jet and the wind is chosen to be suf-
ficiently high (ρ j/ρw = 29) to produce wide bow shock shell.
Temperatures are chosen to insure a transverse pressure equilib-
rium between the jet and the wind. Note that simulations are not
very sensitive to the jet temperature since strong internal shocks
cooled down by atomic lines set the temperature of the IWS at
T∼ 104 K.
The boundary conditions are reflecting on the symmetry axis
(r = 0) and outflowing in the outer radial and axial cells. On
the z = 0 boundary, we introduce the jet by imposing fixed con-
stant physical conditions for r < r j. For r > r j we impose either
the disk wind physical conditions, or a reflecting condition (for
the reference simulation with vw = 0). In order to avoid numeri-
cal problems due to the z-velocity shear between the jet and the
surrounding disk-wind we put a velocity gradient on three cells
(i.e., 3 au) at the outer edge of the jet inflow.
3.2. Single bow shock propagation
Fig. 6 shows snapshots of the no-DW simulation (two frames on
the left) and of the DW simulation (two frames on the right) af-
ter a t = 48 yr time integration, which is larger than the ejection
variability period of 33 yr (see Table 1). The first internal work-
ing surface (IWS) has travelled to a distance of 995 au from the
source, and a second IWS to 355 au. In this subsection, we study
successively the shape of the first bow shock shell, the refilling of
the cavity behind it, and the kinematics of the shell, comparing
each of them with our analytical predictions.
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Fig. 6. Maps of density and pressure for the reference no-DW simulation with vw = 0 (left) and the DW simulation with vw = 0.4v j (right) at a time
t = 48yr. Color scales on top are in g cm−3 for density and in dyn cm−2 for pressure. White contours show the locus of 50% mixing ratio between
jet and disk-wind/ambient material. The cyan curve shows a fit (to the numerical results) by the analytic shell shape in Eq. 11, with L0 = 65 au
(left) and 108 au (right). The cyan dot indicates the maximum radius of the shell, the cyan asterix indicates the predicted vertex of the empty
conical cavity left behind the shell, and the cyan dash-dotted line is the analytical predicted boundary between the emptied cavity and the region
refilled from below by fresh disk wind (see Fig. 2 and Eq. 15).
3.2.1. The shape of the bow shock shell
The cyan curves in Fig. 6 show that the bow shock shells in the
two simulations can be well fitted with the cubic analytic solu-
tion for the thin-shell (5), with values for the characteristic scale
L0 = 65 au for the reference no-DW simulation and L0 = 108 au
for the DW simulation. In the simulations, the sideways ejection
velocity v0 and mass-flux m˙0 (see Section 2) are a result of the
IWS shock configuration, which compresses the jet material and
ejects it sideways. Since the two simulations only differ in the
presence or lack of a surrounding disk wind, the jet IWS in the
two simulations have similar characteristics. We then expect that
m˙0v0 is the same, and that L0 should vary with the wind velocity
as L0 ∝ (v j−vW )−1 (see Eq. 6). The values of L0 found above by
fitting the shell shape are indeed consistent with this expectation.
The cyan dots on the leading bow shock wings in Fig. 6 in-
dicate the maximum radius of the bow shock shell as observed
in the numerical simulations, rmax = 133 au in the no-DW and
rmax = 137 au in the DW cases. Assuming that it corresponds
to the current position of the edge of the thin shell (rb f , zb f ), as
defined in Fig. 2, our analytic model predicts that rb f depends
on L0 and v0 through Eq. (11) or (A.2). With L0 = 65, 108 au,
we would deduce v0 = 27, 19 km s−1 for the no-DW and DW
simulations, respectively.
To obtain a direct measurement of v0, we plot in Fig. 7 a
transverse cut of the radial velocity vr at the position of the lead-
ing working surface (z = 993 au) in the DW simulation. Inside
the IWS, because of both the adiabatic expansion and the mass
flux across the IWS, ur increases from zero to a maximum veloc-
ity of 14 km s−1. This direct measurement of v0 is smaller than
the values of 27, 19 km s−1 inferred from the maximum radius of
the shell in our simulations using Eq. 11 (see above). However,
we note that taking v0 = 14 km s−1 (its real value), the predicted
rb f would be rb f = 111 au in the no-DW case and rb f = 121 au
in the DW case, only slightly smaller than the rmax found in our
simulations.
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Fig. 7. Transverse cut across the flow at the IWS location (z = 993 au)
in the no-DW time-frame shown in Fig. 6. This cut shows the radial
velocity as a function of distance from the jet axis in solid line. We
also plot the radial velocity weighted by the abundance of the jet tracer
with a dashed line. The radial velocity first grows outwards, reaches a
maximum velocity of ≈ 14 km s−1 at a radius of ∼ 25 au (somewhat
larger than the 20 au initial jet radius), and then remains with values
> 10 km s−1 until it drops sharply to 0 at r ∼ 50 au. The velocity
maximum at r ∼ 25 au corresponds to the shock against the jet mate-
rial. The second maximum at r∼ 50 au is the shock that propagates in
the disk-wind and the zero radial velocity material at larger radii is the
undisturbed disk wind.
This slight difference in outer radius between the analytic
model and the numerical simulations could be a result of several
effects:
– The analytic model assumes a working surface with a time-
independent, sideways ejection, while the numerical simula-
tion has an IWS with time-dependent sideways ejection that
depends on the evolution of the IWS shocks. The IWS in
the simulations produces a higher sideways velocity at early
times (v0 ∼ 18 km s−1)3, closer to the values deduced from
the analytic cavity shapes,
– in the numerical simulation, the sideways ejection from the
IWS is not highly super-sonic. The thermal gas pressure is
therefore expected to be an additional source of sideways
momentum for the shell (an effect not included in our mo-
mentum conserving analytic model); this will act to produce
a higher “effective" v0.
– similarly, the thermal pressure in the head of the bow shock
driven into the surrounding environment will result in a side-
ways push which is not present in the momentum conserving
analytic model.
– the numerical simulations do not have instant mixing be-
tween the sideways ejected jet material and the shocked en-
vironment (or disk wind), as assumed in the analytic model.
Since the immediate post shock velocity in the radial direc-
tion is generally greater that the radial mean shell velocity
3 Note that following Ostriker et al. (2001) the maximum velocity that
an atomic gas at T= 104K can reach through adiabatic expansion is√
3cs = 18 km s−1, where cs is the adiabatic sound speed.
(see example in Fig. 4), the growth rate of the bow shock can
be enhanced. In the reference frame of the IWS (see Fig. 1),
the non-mixed material will "slide" along the shell surface,
extending rb, f to larger values.
Lee et al. (2001) found in their simulations similar disagree-
ments between direct measurements of the sideways momentum
ejected by the IWS and the momentum estimated from the fitted
shape of their analytic shell model.
3.2.2. Cavity refilling
The asterisk in cyan in each panel of Fig. 6 indicates the lo-
cation of the vertex of the emptied cavity as predicted from
the analytic model (see Fig. 2). For the no-DW simulation, this
point is located at the shock formation position (zs = 75 au)
whereas for the DW simulation this point is located at za = zs f +
vw
v j
(z j − zs f ) = 440 au. We also plot in cyan dash-dotted the line
connecting this vertex to rmax, which traces the boundary pre-
dicted by the analytical model between the emptied swept-out
conical cavity and the unperturbed surrounding medium/refilled
disk wind (see black conical region in Fig. 2). Three important
features can be seen.
In both numerical simulations, the emptied cavity predicted
by the analytical thin-shell model, i.e. the conical volume in-
side the dash-dotted cyan line, is not really empty, but partially
filled with a cocoon of low density and pressure material. No
unperturbed ambient gas or disk wind can be left inside this vol-
ume (in black in Fig. 3), which was entirely swept-out by the
growing shell during the IWS propagation. Hence this cocoon
is made of shocked material that did not fully mix in the shell,
and re-expanded in the low-pressure cavity behind it, refilling
it “from above”. The white contour, which denotes the surface
of 50% jet/environment mixing fraction (obtained following a
passive scalar) shows that the cocoon is mainly filled with jet
material close to the axis, where the shell mass is dominated by
gas ejected from the IWS. Further from the axis and closer to the
theoretical boundary (cyan dash-dot line) it is filled by ambient
material that was swept up by the bowshock and re-expanded
behind it.
The boundary with unperturbed ambient or disk wind ma-
terial closes back to the axis at the predicted vertex position
(see cyan asterisk Fig. 6), but is delimited by a weak shock that
extends slightly outside from the predicted analytical boundary
(dash-dotted cyan line Fig. 6) . In the no-DW model, the ana-
lytical boundary represents the trajectory of the edge of the bow
shock (zc = z f in the case vw = 0). Hence, this weak shock
is produced by the supersonic motion of the high-pressure edge
of the bow shock (rb, f , zb, f ) in the static surrounding medium.
This launches a weak outward shock that repels the boundary of
the unperturbed ambient material slightly outside the predicted
cavity boundary (in cyan dash-dotted line). In the presence of
a supersonic disk wind, the weak shock front is advected away
from the source so that it still closes back on-axis at the pre-
dicted vertex position za. Hence, Eq. (15) gives a strong limit on
the boundary between perturbed and unperturbed material.
In the presence of a disk-wind, the region between the pre-
dicted cavity boundary (cyan dash-dotted line) and the weak
shock front outside it is refilled by fresh disk wind material com-
ing from below. To analyse this process we show in Fig. 8 density
and velocity maps of the region around the leading bow shock
of the DW simulation. The dashed white contours show 10%,
0.1% and 0.001% jet material mixing fractions. Material that
went through the bowshock and re-expanded in the cocoon has
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Fig. 8. Zoom of the leading IWS of the simulation with a surround-
ing disk wind at time t = 48 yr. Left: density stratification (with the
logarithmic color scale given by the top bar in g cm−3), center: radial
velocity (with the linear scale of top bar in km s−1) and right: axial ve-
locity structure (with the linear scale of the top bar in km s−1). The white
contours show the surfaces of 50% (solid line), 10%, 0.1% and 0.001%
(outer contour) jet material mixing fractions. The cyan asterisk is the
predicted vertex of the cavity, the cyan dash-dotted line in the predicted
boundary of the cavity, and the cyan curve is the fitted shape of the bow
shock.
also been partially mixed with jet material. As a consequence,
regions where no jet material is observed are regions where the
disk wind has refilled the cocoon from below. The location of the
last, outer contour (corresponding to a 10−5 jet material mixing
fraction) shows that the weak outer shock front propagates into
un-mixed, fresh DW material. This material manages to cross the
weak shock to refill “from below" the bottom part of the swept-
out cavity.
The weak shock provides a slight push outwards to the re-
filling DW, with radial velocities that vary from +6 km s−1 to
+3 km s−1 along the shock front (middle panel of Fig. 8), similar
to the adiabatic sound speed of the disk wind (csw ≈ 2.8 km s−1).
The weak shock also reduces the DW inflow velocity vz to values
slightly below vw = 0.4v j = 38.4 km s−1 (right panel of Fig. 8).
However, refilling remains efficient up to the locus predicted by
our analytical model (dash-dotted cyan line), as the jet mixing
fraction there remains very small (' 0.1%). The presence of the
weak shock does not appear to significantly modify the extent of
DW refilling compared to analytical expectations.
In summary, we can therefore distinguish in our simulations
three refilling regions behind the bowshock:
– a low density cocoon trailing the bow shock, that is refilled
“from above" by shell material re-expanding into the emptied
cavity. This region is mainly composed of jet material close
to the apex of the bow shock, and of shocked swept-up disk
wind material behind the wings of the bowshock,
– an intermediate region (outside the cyan dash-dotted line and
inside the weak shock closing the cavity) refilled “from be-
low” by weakly shocked disk wind material,
– a region upstream of the weak shock closing the cavity, that
is refilled by unperturbed fresh disk wind keeping its initial
physical conditions.
3.2.3. Kinematics
We now compare the kinematics in both simulations with our
analytical predictions. Fig. 9 shows "position-velocity" (PV) dia-
grams for vr and vz as a function of distance z along the flow axis.
In order to enhance the contribution from the material that has
just been shocked, each pixel in a snap shot has been weighted
by the cube of the pressure p3 times the elementary volume
2pir∆r∆z. Using this weighting, the maximum intensity (in yel-
low and orange shades) at each position in the PV diagrams
then traces the velocity in the shell. The separation between ma-
terial originating mainly from the jet or mainly from the sur-
roundings/disk wind is done using a passive scalar. The predicted
mixed shell velocities (Eqs. 16 and 17) are shown in blue, and
the predicted immediate post-bowshock velocities (Eqs. 18 and
19) are shown in magenta. Following the discussion of Fig. 7,
we take v0 = 14 km s−1.
In the vr PV diagrams of the surrounding material, the ex-
pansion velocities of shocked material in the shell (orange shad-
ing) are always larger than predicted by the (blue) full-mixing
curve (except very close to the bow shock apex where the shear
is maximum). The simulation more closely follows the imme-
diate post-bow shock velocity curve (magenta), indicating that
high-pressure shocked material in the shell is not fully mixed in
our simulations. Conversely, the vr PV diagram of the jet ma-
terial decreases monotonically along the bow shock wing with
velocities always slightly smaller than the full mixing velocity
curve (in blue).
Concerning the velocity along the jet z-axis, the vz values for
jet material lie close to, or slightly above the full mixing curve in
blue. The vz PV diagrams for the surrounding material generally
show smaller vz than predicted by the full mixing curves. The
high-pressure swept-up shell material (in orange) lies close to
the immediate post-shock velocities (magenta curve).
The relatively small vr velocities and large vz velocities ob-
served in the jet dominated material indicate that even if the full
mixing hypothesis does not hold, the momentum is still con-
served: if the velocities of the swept-up surrounding material
are greater than expected from the full mixing hypothesis, then
the velocities of the jet material (in the IWS rest-frame) must
be smaller than the predicted full mixing velocities (and vice-
versa).
As predicted, the most striking difference between the disk
wind model and the reference no-DW model is the saturation
of the vz velocity in the bowshock wings to a non-zero value of
vz ≈vw. Even if this asymptotic limit does not depend on any
mixing, the incomplete mixing obtained in the simulations pro-
duces a more rapid convergence to vw than predicted in the case
of full mixing (blue curve).
3.3. Long-term evolution
Fig. 10 shows the longer-term evolution of the reference no-DW
simulation (three left frames) and of the disk-wind simulation
(three right frames) at times t = 71, 119 and 167 yr. From this
figure, we see that the morphologies of the regions perturbed by
the jet after the passage of several IWS are very different in the
two cases.
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Fig. 9. Longitudinal position-velocity (PV) diagrams for the no DW
simulation (top) and the DW simulation (bottom). From left to right:
vr for the jet material only, vr for the surrounding material only, vz for
the jet material only, vz for the surrounding material only, and density
stratification. The ordinate of all frames is position along the outflow
axis (in au). The color scale in the PVs is scaled by volume × cube of
pressure so as to be maximum (in red and yellow shades) for shocked
material in the shell, while the color scale for density is in g cm−3. Blue
curves are predicted velocities in the full mixing hypothesis (Eqs. 16
and 17), while magenta curves are the predicted immediate-post shock
velocities (Eqs. 18 and 19).
In the no-DW simulation, the region perturbed by the jet be-
hind the leading bowshock expands into a roughly cylindrical
shape, which tapers off close to the position of the outflow source
(where it becomes a weak, radially expanding shock). This is the
standard shape of the perturbed region in simulations of vari-
able, radiative jets propagating into a uniform static medium,
seen since the early work of Stone & Norman (1993) and Biro
& Raga (1994).
In the disk wind simulation, in contrast, the region perturbed
by the jet behind the leading bowshock takes a conical shape,
tapering off at large distances from the outflow source. For the
parameters of our DW simulation, the half-opening angle of the
perturbed region is α ≈ 11◦ (see Fig. 10). This cone is located
outside the predicted trajectory of the edge of the bow shock
(drawn in black dashed line) given by Eq. (14). This broadening
occurs because, as discussed in item 3 of Section 3.2.2, the edge
of the bow shock drives a weak outer shock into the undisturbed
DW, which propagates away at a speed close to cs ∼ 3.8 km s−1.
Taking into account the advection of the weak shock by the DW,
one predicts that this will broaden the disturbed region by an an-
gle β = arctan cs/vw = 4◦, in agreement with the observed cone
opening. Obviously, in the no-DW simulations, this weak outer
shock travels laterally without being advected, and no limiting
cone forms.
In this surprisingly simple configuration adopted by our
jet+disk wind simulation, the overall long-term effect of the disk
wind is to stop the perturbations from travelling beyond this
“opening cone” of the sideways ejection from the IWS.
Another important effect of the DW is to push the locus of
50% ambient material (white contour) closer to the jet axis than
in the no-DW case, due to the disk wind partial refilling behind
each bowshock. Hence, the first few IWS close to the source
can still sweep up (possibly molecular) DW material. The inter-
nal IWS are also more curved than in the no-DW case, where
material ejected sideways meets a very low-density cocoon, pro-
ducing flat-topped internal bowshocks (see Fig. 10).
4. Summary
In this paper we have presented a first exploration of an hydrody-
namical flow composed by an inner, variable jet surrounded by
a slower, steady, cylindrical disk wind. The jet variability pro-
duces internal working surfaces (IWS) which drive bow shocks
into the disk wind, producing a strong coupling between the two
components of the flow.
We have developed a standard thin shell model for the bow
shock driven into the disk wind by a single IWS, for a jet of
arbitrarily small radius (see Section 2), deriving the shape of the
bow shock and the refilling by the continuing disk wind of the
cavity left behind by the bow shock. The model was extended
to give a qualitative description of the flow resulting from two
or more successive IWS bow shocks plowing through the disk
wind (Section 3).
The appropriateness and limitations of the predictions of bow
shock shapes and kinematics from this analytic model have been
checked with axisymmetric numerical simulations: one of a vari-
able jet+disk wind configuration, and a second reference simu-
lation with the same variable jet surrounded by a stationary en-
vironment. We compared the analytic model with the numerical
simulations, and we found a relatively good agreement, giving
us an understanding of the main features of the simulated flows.
These features are:
– the bow shocks of the numerical IWS have cubic mor-
phologies which can be reproduced quite convincingly with
the thin-shell, momentum conserving analytic model (see
Eqs. 10-11 and Fig. 6),
– the kinematics in the simulated bow shocks has a behav-
ior which approximately follows the kinematics predicted
from the analytic model for the fully-mixed layer (for jet-
dominated material) or the immediate post-bow shock gas
(for high-pressure swept-up ambient gas) (see Figs. 4. and
8).
– these bow shocks leave behind cavities which are partially
refilled by the slower disk wind (see Figs. 3, 5 and 8).
– thanks to this refilling, subsequent IWS will propagate into
fresh disk wind material up to a distance from the source
lc = ∆z/(v j/vw-1) (see Fig. 7).
The main contribution of this paper is thus to provide a nu-
merically validated, simple analytic model which can be used
to model bow-like shapes of knots observed close to the out-
flow sources in high velocity, collimated optical and molecular
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Fig. 10. Density maps for the no-DW reference simulation (three frames on the left) and the DW simulation (three frames on the right) at t = 71,
119 and 167 yr. The white contours indicate the surface of 50% (solid line) and 90 % (dashed line) jet material mixing fractions. The black lines
in the disk-wind simulation show a cone of α = 11◦ opening half-angle, which circumscribes the boundary the region perturbed by the jet and its
internal working surfaces. The black dashed lines show the predicted trajectory of the edge of the bow shock (see eq. 14). The density color scale
is given by the right bar (in g cm−3).
outflows (Lavalley-Fouquet et al. 2000; Podio et al. 2015). As
shown by our simulations, this shape modeling (in the narrow
jet limit) allows one to estimate the sideways ejection velocity
from the IWS and the length scale of the bowshock. From this,
constraints could be inferred on the mass-loss rate from the IWS
and the surrounding flow properties (see Eq. 6).
Another important contribution of this paper is to predict
the regions where a surrounding disk-wind would remain unper-
turbed. A quite dramatic result of our jet+disk wind simulation
is that the perturbations of the disk wind by the IWS bow shocks
are confined inside a cone. Therefore, all of the gas outside this
confinement cone is unperturbed disk wind material. Also, there
are pockets of undisturbed disk wind material within this cone, in
the refilled region between the source and the last IWS, and also
ahead of the latest IWS when it is at z < lc (see the three right
hand frames of Fig. 10). These are the regions in which one still
finds a record of the undisturbed characteristics of the disk wind,
which could be useful for comparisons with disk wind models.
Finally, another result of observational interest is that we
identify several distinctive signs of a cylindrical DW around a
time-variable jet: (i) bow shocks that close upon the axis at a
finite distance from the source (at a fraction vw/v j of the dis-
tance to the bow apex), (ii) a non-zero (= vw) asymptotic value
of longitudinal velocity in the far bowshock wings, (iii) internal
bowshocks that are curved rather than "flat-topped", (iv) a pre-
dominance of DW material ahead of the first few IWS, which (if
the DW is chemically richer and/or dustier than the jet) should
produce different emission signatures compared to the more dis-
tant IWS.
Extensions of the analytic model to more complex jet+disk
wind flows do not appear very attractive (as, e.g., relaxing the
assumption of a cylindrical uniform disk wind) as quite complex
expressions are obtained, and are therefore not straightforwardly
applicable to model observed structures. On the other hand, the
numerical simulations presented here can be extended in many
directions:
– including a more realistic disk wind model (e.g., with a radial
dependence of the density and velocity, and a velocity not
aligned with the outflow axis),
– studying the effect of a non-top hat jet cross section,
– going from the HD to the MHD equations,
– including a chemical/ionic network and the associated cool-
ing functions.
If future comparisons between jet+disk wind models and obser-
vations are sufficiently promising, the items listed above (as well
as other easily imagined possibilities) will become worthy of ex-
ploration.
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Appendix A: General equations
In the analytic part of this work, equations ruling the geometry
and the kinematics of a bow shock travelling in a disk wind are
given for simplicity in the "narrow jet" limit r j → 0. In this
appendix, we give equations valid for an arbitrary jet width that
we have used to fit numerical simulations. For the definition of
the quantities, we refer to Figs. 1 and 2.
Appendix A.1: Shape of the bow-shock and of the cavity
Eqs. (1) to (8) are valid for an arbitrary width of a jet. Inserting
zb = z j − x into Eq. (5) we get the the shape of the bow shock
(zb, rb) (see thick cyan line Fig. 1):
zb
L0
=
z j
L0
− 1
L30
(
r3b − 3rbr2j + 2r3j
)
. (A.1)
Eq. (8) gives straightforwardly the radius rb f of the edge of the
bow shock shell
1
γL20
[
r3b, f − r3j + 3r2j (r j − rb, f )
]
+ rb, f − r j = v0t = z j v0v j , (A.2)
Combining Eqs. A.1 and A.2 we get the trajectory of the
outer edge of the cavity (black dotted line Fig. 1):
z f
L0
=
vw
v j − vw
1
L30
(r3f − 3r f r2j + 2r3j ) +
v j
v0
1
L0
(r f − r j). (A.3)
The boundary of the partially refilled cavity (cyan dash-
dotted line Fig. 1) is obtained from Eqs. A.2 and A.3 and is given
by:
zc = γ(rc − r j) + vwt. (A.4)
Hence, in the wide jet case, the boundary between the refilled
region and the empty cavity has a conical shape.
Appendix A.2: Kinematics
Integration of Eqs. (1-3) gives the fully mixed radial and axial
velocities:
vr
v0
=
1 + 3(r2b − r2j )
γL20
−1 , (A.5)
vz
v0
=
vw
v0
+ γ
1 + 3(r2b − r2j )
γL20
−1 . (A.6)
Immediate post-shock velocities obtained by considering the
velocity component tangential to the shock surface are:
vr,ps = (v j − vw)
3(r2b − r2j )/L20
1 + 9
(
r2b − r2j
)2
/L40
, (A.7)
vz,ps =
v j + 9vw
(
r2b − r2j
)2
/L40
1 + 9
(
r2b − r2j
)2
/L40
. (A.8)
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